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Abstract:
Basic course instruction receives significant attention in relation to pedagogical
practices and application. While this examination is very worthy, it often neglects to
understand how Graduate Teaching Assistants (GTAs) are trained, taught, and how their
learning as teachers is examined. This portfolio examines COMM 101: Communication in the
21st Century, a large lecture basic course with recitations led by GTAs, as a means of
understanding how GTAs are trained and taught to meet the “learning objectives” of teaching
pedagogy of a basic course. A qualitative analysis of GTA training meetings transcripts as well
as emails from GTAs – and select undergraduate emails, along with GTA lesson plans for each
recitation were examined to understand how GTAs were meeting the standardization of
undergraduate learning objectives and success in teaching.
Key Words: Pedagogy, Graduate Teaching Assistant, Basic Course, Recitation
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Objectives of Peer Review Course Portfolio
The objectives surrounding the introspection and analysis of this course are many. First,
I believe it’s necessary to understand and analyze the successes of the course goals in relation
to engaging and supporting Graduate Teaching Assistant’s teaching. Understanding if graduate
teaching assistants are receiving the necessary training, introduction, and application space for
these areas is important to the success of our students and our course. Additionally, I would
like to be able to better represent my teaching contributions within my department and
promotional materials. This analysis could be useful in representing myself as a teacher and
instructor as well as serving our department a wider function. By understanding what
fundamental skills are introduced in the introductory level course, our department is better
equipped to build upon this foundation and supplement more specific pieces of knowledge
base into the upper-level courses. Finally, I believe it’s important to understand, analyze, and
brainstorm alternative ways to engage students within a large lecture course. While I strive
continuously to make lectures engaging, utilize multimedia, and diversify examples – it can be
easy for students to disengage in a large lecture style format. I would like to find specific areas
of success or areas of improvement for providing students with the materials and keeping them
engaged in their learning within a large lecture format.
While undergoing this course portfolio, my primary focus will be on the assessment of
the course from the graduate student’s learning experience and effective teaching. I find this
particular style of course as an interesting hybrid where the main and only learning objective
for the courses’ graduate students is training, practice, and experience teaching in the
classroom.

Description of the Course
Course Description – Preface
While COMM 101: Communication in the 21st Century is a course that serves over 1,000
undergraduate students from across the university every academic year, it is important to note
that graduate students are not registering for COMM 101 as a course to earn credit for.
Instead, the Graduate Teaching Assistants (GTAs) are often teaching COM 101 to serve all, or a
portion, of their teaching apportionment of their graduate stipend. I understand and respect
that our GTAs are far from undergraduate students and should not be lumped into the same
category of assessing learning. However, for the sake of this portfolio, I often refer to GTAs as
“students”. The reason I am viewing the Friday recitation teachers as “students” is that I
believe that there are learning objectives that I want our GTAs to come out of teaching
(“taking”) COMM 101. I am viewing this teaching experience as a metaphorical “course” that
can teach our Graduate Students Assistants about basic course design, teaching pedagogy, and
managing Canvas and classroom decorum– all while benefiting our undergraduate students.
Essentially, the more standardized and trained our GTAs are in meeting their learning
objectives, the more they can benefit our undergraduate students in this course as well as
other standalone courses they teach in the future.
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Course Description: For Undergraduate Students
Communication in the 21st Century serves as the Communication Studies Department
introductory course. This course is a prerequisite for Communication Studies majors.
Additionally, this course serves as an ACE2 requirement attracting many students from across
campus in a wide variety of disciplines, majors, and career goals. The course is taught by two
co-directors. Each course director of COMM 101 teaches a large lecture of approximately 250
students twice a week (M/W) for two 50-minute lectures. Those 250 students are also
registered for a recitation that meets once a week for 50 minutes on Fridays. Recitations are
capped at 24 students per section. Eight Graduate Teaching Assistants from the
Communication Studies department teach anywhere from 2-4 recitations. Graduate Teaching
Assistant recitation leaders are responsible for grading assignments and leading applicationbased activities to compliment the material covered in the large lecture sessions by the codirectors.
Ideally, this course is populated with freshman students at the beginning of their college
careers. However, there are a smaller percentage of nonmajor sophomores, juniors, and even
seniors taking this course to fulfill their ACE 2 requirement at the end of their college
coursework. There is no prerequisite courses or skill level prior to COMM 101. Because this
course serves all majors, it is meant to introduce basic principles of Communication Studies and
communication skills necessary to all people and career paths. This serves as a foundation
course for introducing, orienting, and familiarizing students with skills at the core of the
department of Communication Studies: advocate, negotiate, relate.

Course Description: For Graduate Teaching Assistants
COMM 101 is a standardized basic course with two co-directors. Co-directors each
teach one 250-person lecture on Mondays and Wednesdays (now those lectures are all online
due to social distancing requirements). Additionally, each undergraduate student is assigned
one Friday recitation taught by a Graduate Teaching Assistant. Those GTAs range in experience
from first semester master’s students, fourth- or fifth-year graduate teaching assistants, or
lecturers. Friday recitation leaders are required to engage their 25-person class in an activity or
lesson that applies the material the co-directors have taught via online lecture for that week.
Friday recitations serve as a place for Graduate Teaching Assistants to understand a
standardized course, to manage classroom protocol, and to gain a vast knowledge of
application-based activities. Half of the recitation leaders will be engaging in a socially
distanced in person classroom, while the other half will be conducting their activities solely
online.

Course Goals
Undergraduate Students
This undergraduate course syllabus (Appendix A) represents a course that serves to
introduce a foundation of understanding of a multitude of communication skills. While the
primary goal is to provide a basic introduction to communication concepts and skills, as well as
introduce basic background and terminology for Communication Studies majors and minors,
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there are more specific goals of the course as well. COMM 101 is purposefully designed into
three specific units: advocate, negotiate, and relate.
The first unit of the course is intended to provide students with the fundamental
concepts of defining, identifying, and constructing solid rhetorical arguments – allowing them
with the skills and understanding to advocate their ideas, passions, and perspectives. At the
end of this unit, students should have an introductory understanding of how to begin
constructing argumentation and support that argumentation with credible sources. They will
display this introductory level of this skill with an extemporaneous speech positioned in a
question of policy. This analysis of student learning asks students to identify a problem and
offer a tangible solution – representing advocating their ideas.
Unit 2 negotiate is focused on orienting students to working in organizations and small
groups. This section is focused on introducing students to the concepts of organizational
communication while identifying and practicing critical analysis of problems. Students should
leave this unit being able to identify aspects of social change as well as organizational
communication patterns and structures. Students will be able to practice working in small
groups while researching organizational communication and practicing using a critical
framework to analyze a concept of social change within that organization. This allows students
to practice negotiating in small groups, organizations, and negotiating power struggles from a
social change perspective.
The final unit in Communication in the 21st Century is focused on the introductory levels
of relating. This unit focuses on defining and introducing varying terms surrounding
interpersonal communication, family communication, and intercultural communication. This
unit offers students the area to explore how we relate on a professional as well as a personal
level with those around us. Students should leave this unit with the introductory knowledge of
basic interpersonal skills. Students will be able to practice the skill of relating by identifying
types of communication within conflicts as well as rephrasing the conflict through
communication in an individual paper.
Students in Communication in the 21st Century will leave the course with introductory
experience in communication skills focused in advocating, negotiating, and relating. These skills
are designed to introduce both the Communication Studies field and discipline, as well as
expand beyond majors and serve students of all disciplines.

Graduate Teaching Assistants
Although COMM 101 is not a formal “course” for graduate teaching assistants to gain
course credit, it serves as an important opportunity to help shape and strengthen teaching
pedagogy for Graduate Teaching Assistants (GTAs). GTAs enter COMM 101 with a variety of
teaching experience. Some have had multiple years of teaching as a lecturer and/or master’s
program, and others join us as a master’s student with no formal teaching experience.
Additionally, this is an opportunity for GTAs to engage and participate in teaching a
standardized course. The goal of COMM 101 in regard to the GTAs thus becomes to teach GTAs
how to maintain a level of standardization within each section affecting nearly 500
undergraduate students per semester, while simultaneously allowing unique styles and
teaching variety. GTAs should leave COMM 101 as a teaching assignment, with a variety of
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application-based class activities, and a breadth of knowledge regarding teaching pedagogy for
standardized courses.

Course Learning Objectives
Instructional Objectives for Undergraduate Students
A. Understand the history and roots of communication
B. Articulate what communication is and why it is important, including the promise of
communication and how a communication lens helps understand and address societal
challenges and opportunities/possibilities
C. Define and apply the communicative capacities of advocate, negotiate, and relate
D. Advocate for a cause by making an oral presentation
E. Negotiate organizational conflict and power disparities
F. Relate competently by applying theory to an interpersonal problem
G. Evaluate and criticize messages across public, professional, and private contexts
H. Apply various communication theories and concepts pressing 21 st century problems and
opportunities
I. Design interactions that help solve problems

Instructional Objectives for Graduate Teaching Assistants: (from Training Canvas Shell)
A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Familiarize GTAs with basic rationale behind a standardized course (i.e., why certain
policies may be necessary for large, standardized courses with multiple sections, and
why other policies may be more useful for smaller stand-alone courses).
Familiarize GTAs with navigating Canvas. In an increasingly remote world, we view this
as an opportunity to engage with Canvas resources to increase your skills as educators
as you go forward to create your own stand-alone Canvas shells.
Share a variety of lesson plans and styles of teaching. People teach in different ways,
and we view the Friday Recitation Activities as a way to display, elaborate, personalize,
and expand upon a wide variety of examples of activities within the classroom. GTAs
should leave COMM 101 with a variety of teaching examples and activities in their
toolbox. Learning how multiple people approach the same learning objective will be
incredibly helpful on the job market with teaching presentations.
Gain experience with writing application-based exam questions. Writing good exam
questions is a skill that can be practiced. We believe that providing GTAs an opportunity
to practice writing application based, inclusive, and clear exam questions will benefit
both GTAs as well as our undergraduate students.
*When applicable* We intend for GTAs to teach a large lecture (either in-person or
remote). This serves as a way for Directors to write personalized letters of
recommendation, for GTAs to see what it's like to teach a large lecture and further their
teaching style and experience.
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How this course fits with others in the department and the university
Teaching our GTAs serves a multitude of important purposes. First, it ensures that our
courses are standardized for all undergraduate students to gain the same learning objectivebased experiences. While the activities may be slightly different, the learning objectives across
all sections are exactly the same and standardized by the course-directors based on previous
backwards design analysis of the course. Ensuring a similar experience and learning situation
for our undergraduates is important.
Beyond COMM 101 training our GTAs on things like inclusive question writing benefits
both undergraduate students and others. This serves to ensure that all curriculum (in COMM
101, Communication Studies at UNL, and other departments where our GTAs may graduate and
become faculty) are rooted in inclusive language and representing our student body. These
lessons in exam writing, activity inclusivity, and classroom management benefit everyone in an
academic setting.
Finally, the goal is to help support Graduate Teaching Assistants. I have designed a
“class” or experience that allows them the opportunities they need to borrow pre-designed
lesson plans from previous semesters, or design completely new ones. This allows GTAs the
room and space to participate in their own demanding coursework, comprehensive exams, job
applications, etc. while some weeks students can focus on advancing their teaching resources.
Some GTAs are focused on standardized course instruction, some are focused on obtaining jobs
in teaching colleges where assignments like the optional recorded lecture may be helpful, and
others are focused on graduating to obtain research specific positions. It’s also critical that we
provide our Graduate Teaching Assistants with these opportunities and resources and training
while simultaneously offering them space to breathe, to focus on what’s critical to their success
that week without ever sacrificing classroom experience for undergraduate students.

Teaching Methods / Course Materials / Course Activities
As COMM 101 does not fulfill a traditional “Course” requirement for Graduate Teaching
Assistants, there is no assigned reading, book, or other materials. Instead, we rely our training
on a self-paced Canvas Training Shell (Appendix B). GTAs have access to this training shell any
time they are currently teaching 101. Here they can find the current policies related to COMM
101 (and just as importantly) they can find an explanation as to why that policy is in place. This
is where the real discussion or understanding of teaching pedagogy is taking place. Previously,
GTAs may disagree or misunderstand why a policy is in place. I have found that after explaining
(and having it in writing) why that policy is important specifically for a standardized course, the
acceptance and implementation of that policy is drastically improved.

Teaching methods used during contact time with GTAs:
In addition to a self-guided resource Canvas shell, GTAs meet with weekly (or sometimes
every other week depending on course schedule) to discuss the upcoming assignments, train on
application-based activities, or standardize grading. A large majority of “contact time” with
graduate teaching assistants varies based on teaching experience. For this reason, I include the
number of emails and communication on Zoom office hours as a teaching method. Many GTAs
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with years of experience teaching COMM 101 will not frequent this as much as newer GTAs
with less teaching experience in this course or teaching experience overall.

Course activities outside of “class” (scheduled meeting times):
Graduate Teaching Assistants are granted access to a separate training shell (Appendix
B) in Canvas specifically for GTAs of COMM 101. This shell serves as a self-guided explanation
center, resources, and FAQs for teaching COMM 101. This serves an important purpose as
GTAs are often answering questions throughout the week and need information to give their
students quickly. That information needs to be standardized across sections and referring GTAs
back to the Canvas Shell for answers speeds up the process to get answers to undergraduate
students, as well as ensures those answers are standardized.
Graduate Teaching Assistants, while not in a formal “class”, have “assignments” on top
of teaching Friday recitation sections. GTAs are responsible for turning in their lesson plans and
discussion questions for the previous week to put into the resource bank on Canvas. From
here, current and future GTAs can examine, learn from, browse, and adapt activities and
application-based engagements for their own future use. Additionally, graduate teaching
assistants are asked to submit application-based exam questions to put in the question bank for
undergraduate exams.
Finally, an optional assignment (not required) for GTAs is to record an online lesson for
the large lecture as taught by course directors. This allows GTAs with the experience of
teaching a large lecture (prior to Covid19 restrictions, students who took this option were
encouraged to teach in-person for a 250-person class). By recording a lecture GTAs who select
this option are granted the opportunity to use VidGrid resources, gain experience trying to
engage a class with entirely recorded material. Beyond this, it offers GTAs the unique
experience to have a pre-recorded large lecture prepared when they go on the job market.
These materials can be submitted as teaching evidence. This also allows course-directors with
tangible evidence of how our GTAs engage with a large class allowing us to better write
personalized, specific, evidence-based letters of recommendation when our Graduate Teaching
Assistants go on the job market.

Course materials used:
In order to engage with and teach our Graduate Teaching Assistants, all teaching
materials are personalized for our department and our course. This means all of our course
materials are posted on Canvas and written by course-director Bonander. As this is not a formal
class, there is no assigned reading for GTAs, but rather resource centers that GTAs can engage
with as much as they need / chose. Video recordings show GTAs how to upload, utilize Canvas,
and specify gradebooks. Assignment descriptions detail useful and not useful questions for
COMM 101 exams. Resources include name generators, example banks, tips, and explanations
of why this is necessary.

Instructional Objectives for Graduate Teaching Assistants: (from Training Canvas Shell)
A.

Familiarize GTAs with basic rationale behind a standardized course (i.e., why certain
policies may be necessary for large standardized courses with multiple sections, and
why other policies may be more useful for smaller stand-alone courses).
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Familiarize GTAs with navigating Canvas. In an increasingly remote world, we view this
as an opportunity to engage with Canvas resources to increase your skills as educators
as you go forward to create your own stand-alone Canvas shells.
C. Share a variety of lesson plans and styles of teaching. People teach in different ways,
and we view the Friday Recitation Activities as a way to display, elaborate, personalize,
and expand upon a wide variety of examples of activities within the classroom. GTAs
should leave COMM 101 with a variety of teaching examples and activities in their
toolbox. Learning how multiple people approach the same learning objective will be
incredibly helpful on the job market with teaching presentations.
D. Gain experience with writing application-based exam questions. Writing good exam
questions is a skill that can be practiced. We believe that providing GTAs an opportunity
to practice writing application based, inclusive, and clear exam questions will benefit
both GTAs as well as our undergraduate students.
E. *When applicable* We intend for GTAs to teach a large lecture (either in-person or
remote). This serves as a way for Directors to write personalized letters of
recommendation, for GTAs to see what it's like to teach a large lecture and further their
teaching style and experience.
B.

Learning Objective

Teaching Methods / Materials /
Course Activities

Familiarize GTAs with
basic rationale behind a
standardized course

Canvas Resources “Why” section

Familiarize GTAs
with navigating Canvas.

Canvas Resources “Resources”
section

Share a variety of lesson plans
and styles of teaching
Gain experience with writing
application-based exam
questions.
*When applicable* We intend
for GTAs to teach a large
lecture

Weekly Recitation Lesson Plan
Assignments

Mechanism used to Evaluate
Student Performance Memo 2
Recordings of Questions in
Weekly Meetings and total # of
emails regarding questions to
and from GTAs / Course
Directors
Recordings of Questions in
Weekly Meetings and total # of
emails regarding questions to
and from GTAs / Course
Directors
Number of varying assignments
per week

Question Writing Assignment

Number of usable questions
written for exam

Optional opportunity to submit a
recorded lecture (using VidGrid)

Analysis of VidGrid lecture,
length, and student feedback.
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Rational for teaching methods
The primary reason the methods are chosen for evaluating COMM 101 GTAs is that this
is not a formalized course. Course Directors need to balance teaching, training, and clarifying
information without overburdening our GTAs with information or monopolizing their time.
Weekly meetings are necessary to engage with all our students at once, but many experienced
GTAs have fewer questions and do not need every aspect of the course re-taught to them every
semester. However, experienced GTAs provide a valued resource for newer GTAs in regard to
classroom management, what works, how to adapt the activities suggested, and how to be
engaging online. Online teaching for recitations is new to COMM 101 starting the fall 2020
semester. This has caused additional learning curves for course-directors and GTAs. Thus,
experienced GTAs who have taught online in the fall 2020 classroom will be a valued experience
for upcoming semester.
Assignments such as sharing lesson plans allow for sharing of knowledge and expanding
of resources for the course, and the GTAs. GTAs learning from one another encourages
creativity and community in a time where community engagement is incredibly sparce in
academia. Having students write application based multiple choice questions for the exam
further teaches and trains GTAs what effective question writing is for an online testing format.
This gets GTAs thinking about challenges with online exams, and benefits of application-based
material when they move on from teaching COMM 101 and enter their own stand-alone
classrooms.

How course choices link to broader curriculum
Training our GTAs serves a multitude of important purposes. First, it ensures that our
courses are standardized for all undergraduate students to gain the same learning objectivebased experiences. While the activities may be slightly different, the learning objectives across
all sections are exactly the same and standardized by the course-directors based on previous
backwards design analysis of the course. Ensuring a similar experience and learning situation
for our undergraduates is important.
Beyond COMM 101 training our GTAs on things like inclusive question writing benefits
both undergraduate students and others. This serves to ensure that all curriculum (in COMM
101, Communication Studies at UNL, and other departments where our GTAs may graduate and
become faculty) are rooted in inclusive language and representing our student body. These
lessons in exam writing, activity inclusivity, and classroom management benefit everyone in an
academic setting.
Finally, our goal is to help support our Graduate Teaching Assistants. We feel like we
have designed a “class” or experience that allows them the opportunities they need to borrow
pre-designed lesson plans from previous semesters, or design completely new ones. This
allows GTAs the room and space to participate in their own demanding coursework,
comprehensive exams, job applications, etc. while some weeks students can focus on
advancing their teaching resources. Some GTAs are focused on standardized course
instruction, some are focused on obtaining jobs in teaching colleges where assignments like the
optional recorded lecture may be helpful, and others are focused on graduating to obtain
research specific positions. It’s also critical that we provide our Graduate Teaching Assistants
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with these opportunities and resources and training while simultaneously offering them space
to breathe, to focus on what’s critical to their success that week without ever sacrificing
classroom experience for undergraduate students.

Illustration of changes from previous years / sections
Graduate Teaching Assistant training for COMM 101 has changed throughout the
iterations of the course (as well as the course itself evolving). Previous training has included
variations of a 2-hour meeting in the Fall Department Orientation Week with all Fall 101
instructors. This meeting overviewed the course, the major assignments, and answered all
questions from GTAs. The problem with solely relying on this format, is that there is no
orientation for “new” or even experienced GTAs who have taught 101 before that join 101
teaching assignments in the Spring. As 101 is rapidly evolving (and improving), many GTAs fall
back on previous expectations of the course rather than reading the “fine print” of the new
changes. This has posed previous hiccups in teaching expectations.
Additionally, the course has mostly relied on oral “institutional knowledge”. The course
Assistant Director, or in the case of the 2020-2021 academic year, co-director Bonander lead
weekly (or bi-weekly depending on schedules) meetings with GTAs to discuss upcoming
assignments, recitation learning objectives, and answer any questions. This serves as a nice
way to answer questions for GTAs, however, if GTAs miss due to scheduling conflicts this
information was rarely recorded.
The largest change (and the primary focus of this portfolio) is the written objectives in
the “Course Syllabus” (found solely in the Canvas Training Shell). This institutional knowledge
helps keep written documentation, helps answer GTA questions when they need them
(although contacting the course directors is always highly encouraged). Additionally, this
reduces the problem of “institutional knowledge” of previous semesters. As 101 continues to
grow and evolve, having written expectations of what the Learning Objectives (Appendix C) for
each recitation are is important, having written documentation and training on how to
effectively grade major assignments, and having training and application assignments in writing
exam questions (and how to do so successfully) is brand new to the Graduate Teaching
Assistant training.

Analysis of Student Learning
It’s critical to remember that for the purpose of this portfolio, GTAs are viewed as
“students” and there are “assignments”. However, this should more realistically be viewed as
support for GTAs. Our GTAs have a variety of training – some are brand new to teaching with
no classroom experience, and others have significant teaching experience prior to joining us at
UNL and additionally have been teaching 101 for 4-5 years. This isn’t meant to trivialize our
understanding of our GTAs abilities, but rather offer new or experienced teachers who have so
much information thrown at them during Orientation Week, that a written self-paced “course”
(support training) is more realistic in terms of supporting their growth as teachers.

Analysis of particular students and assignments
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Learning Objective 1: Familiarize GTAs with basic rationale behind a standardized course
A qualitative analysis of the transcripts of training meetings with GTAs indicated that the
second most frequently asked questions (after rubric specific questions with assignment
grading) is related to the rationale behind a standardized course. This led to more pedagogical
questions surrounding why these policies are in place. While those “Why” portions were
written in the Canvas Shell prior to GTAs asking these questions, there is no formal deadline to
“reading” the Canvas Shell. Therefore, these meetings served as an assignment in action to
allow us to discuss the “why”. Having these written in the Canvas Shell preserves the pedagogy
for future cohorts of GTAs in COMM 101.

Learning Objective 2: Familiarize GTAs with navigating Canvas.
An analysis of GTA emails throughout the academic year were primarily surrounding
undergraduate student requests for extensions followed by GTA requests for how to complete
a Canvas related task. All of these requests were able to be directed to a previously recorded
training video located on the Canvas Training Shell. This indicates that the preemptive needs of
GTAs were successfully met with training videos that were available to them quickly in a selfpaced support resource.

Learning Objective 3: Share a variety of lesson plans and styles of teaching.
During the analysis of GTA lesson plans for Friday recitations, it became a pleasant
surprise that the cohort of graduate students had communicated with one another (outside of
scheduled training meetings) and split up the lesson prep among themselves to share among
their cohort. This is not a requirement, as GTAs are encouraged to create unique lesson plans
(Appendix D) as they see fit that still meets the unified Learning Objectives for the week for our
undergraduate students. However, this particular cohort decided among themselves that they
would appreciate sharing resources and dividing up the lesson prep. As course director, I view
this as a wonderful surprise. Group prepping the lesson plans eases the prep and time our
GTAs need to spend on teaching, allowing them more time for writing, graduate course work,
and personal time. Especially during the Covid-19 transition to online (and back again) and
learning a plethora of new ways to prep teaching, this comes as a necessary reprise for our
GTAs.
As this particular cohort divided and shared resources, their lesson plans were almost all
identical (with some variation in “Ice Breaker” questions, personalization in PowerPoint
formatting, some content examples). One small exception to the identical lesson plans was one
particular GTA had an outdated description of the Extemporaneous Speech citation
requirements. I was able to review this quickly (thanks to the lesson plan review for this
portfolio) and contact the GTA who then sent out a correction email to their class. Beyond this
small detail, every lesson plan met the outlined undergraduate learning objective and was
activity based. However, as this cohort shared these resources, there are not a plethora of
examples per recitation. I anticipate that this will grow as different GTAs, and cohorts come
through COMM 101 that will expand types and styles of teaching to expand teaching repertoire.

Learning Objective 4: Gain experience with writing application-based exam questions.
One significant change that resulted from the Canvas Training Shell resulted in GTAs
understanding why co-directors ask GTAs to write exam questions. Training meetings indicated
that GTAs understand why a large bank of revolving questions is necessary for a standardized
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course when the recitations all take their exams online due to Covid-19. The “Why” portion of
the Canvas Training Shell explains the pedagogical reason why application rather than
definition-based questions are important. Examples of application-based questions (rather
than definition-based questions) can be found in the appendix.

Learning Objective 5: *When applicable* We intend for GTAs to teach a large lecture.
Due to the shifting formats and additional burnout related to Covid-19 lesson prep,
there were no Graduate Teaching Assistants who selected to teach a large lecture (or recorded
lecture) for this particular academic year. This is an optional “assignment” and it’s very possible
that many GTAs quite simply had too much on their plate to accomplish this. Additionally, our
GTAs have quite a bit of experience with recorded lectures from other courses and would have
not had the opportunity to teach a 250 person “in-person” lecture this academic year.

Analysis of grades and grade trends
Because GTAs are not students taking this course for credit, there are not traditional
“grades” to be analyzed for this portfolio. Rather, this process can be viewed as a “complete” /
“incomplete”. At the time of the writing of this portfolio, there are 3 GTAs out of 8 total that
have not submitted application-based exam questions. Due to Covid-19 related stress and
burnout, I have allowed GTAs to submit the exam questions after the semester (with a summer
deadline) to allow GTAs a temporary reprise from teaching and academic work. Therefore, a
full analysis of those questions is not available. However, the submitted questions (or
“completed” work) all represent diverse, application-based, questions to improve the question
bank.

Summary and Reflection on the Course
What is successful with this course and why?
This Canvas Training Shell has drastically improved the existing resources for Graduate
Teaching Assistants as well as preserved the “institutional knowledge” for a rotating base of
GTAs. The training videos served not only as additional support, but necessary support as
Covid-19 has influenced the amount of Canvas knowledge that all instructors are required to
have. The weekly learning objectives have allowed for Graduate Teaching Assistants to deviate
in the way in which they teach undergraduate students. Previously, all GTAs were expected to
use the same application activity in their recitations. While this previously seemed to help ease
GTA burden and increase standardization, there was a deviation in what GTAs thought was the
“moral” or “lesson” of the activity. Additionally, GTAs were expected to teach an activity that
may not be their personal “style” of teaching. With weekly learning objectives, paired with the
requirement that recitations be activity based, it pushes GTAs to expand their teaching toolkit
to a variety of activities. This cohort shared this resource, but the learning objective of GTAs is
still met with GTAs sharing lesson plans.
I’m most satisfied with the “Why” rationale throughout the Canvas Training Shell.
Explaining to GTAs why in a standardized course this size and having conversations in training
meetings why I have these policies in a standardized course, but I don’t follow those policies in
smaller courses encourages larger conversations about teaching pedagogy. Additionally, this
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has reduced the questions GTAs have for course-directors regarding changing or altering these
policies. This has increased standardization among sections.

Future plans for course
I plan to continue to expand (and credit) activity banks from GTAs in previous semesters
for GTAs in future cohorts of COMM 101. With an expanding bank, I hope that it can inspire
new and updated activities, while simultaneously serving as a course-director approved bank of
activities and lesson plans to ease burdens of GTAs who are temporarily busy with individual
course work, writing deadlines, etc. for a given week or recitation. I plan to encourage GTAs to
edit, credit, and evolve these banks and submit these to conferences (specifically Great Ideas
for Teaching). This can serve to expand GTA teaching experience and improve their teaching
record for job application processes.
Because COMM 101 is an ever-evolving course, I’d like to entertain the option of
creating “training modules” for GTAs specifically. This could be in the form of deadline training
processes with VidGrid videos with quizzes. One example might be a training of watching a
video, and a short video description of how the course-directors would grade that speech,
talking through it, and having the GTAs submit their own graded rubric for practice. Beyond the
deadline-based tutorials prior to assignments, I believe that a “discussion and pedagogy” based
training module might be helpful. Keeping very brief and short videos will keep it consistent
across cohorts, easy to watch / complete, and relieve the pressure of “institutional knowledge”
to be passed down correctly from cohort to cohort. It has become clear that through various
semesters, with rotating cohorts with previous experiences in teaching and in previous 101
versions that institutional knowledge is either repeated too often for GTAs who are current, or
not consistently given to GTAs with varying experience and schedules if a training meeting is
missed for example.

Description of planned changes to the syllabus, delivery method, etc.
One of the most important things to remember is that Graduate Teaching Assistants
need support – not pandered to. These extremely dedicated scholars, writers, teachers, and
students are balancing many hats. The best thing I believe I can provide for my GTAs is to
maintain the self-paced method and make the information as organized as possible. For
example, bolding the course policy in the Canvas Shell has been helpful, and then underneath
the “Why” with a smaller font explains in greater detail. This allows GTAs to scan the bullet
points of policy, and if needed they can understand why those policies are in place. Not every
student needs to start at the absolute basics of teaching, while others have no experience in
the classroom. Because of the wildly varying experience and comfort levels, I view the best
thing I can do is to maintain the self-paced online support. At the same time, GTAs will get out
of this resource what they want to. It is entirely possible that GTAs who are focused on
dissertation work, writing, publishing, or job markets, may not be interested in spending
dedicated amounts of time in this Canvas Shell or on improving or refining their teaching
pedagogy.

Description of lessons learned through the portfolio process
One of the biggest insights from my reflection of the peer review portfolio process, is
how well the “Why” portion of the syllabus Canvas Shell as well as the ongoing training videos
worked in supporting GTAs. This has truly provided additional resources when my GTAs needed
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them. While GTAs have always been able to ask questions, this has decreased the amount of
time in between email responses. When GTAs might be grading up until a deadline or
completing work later in the evening – it has increased the productivity in grading, it has
decreased confusion or misconception on policy.
Because of the success in the GTA training portal, I am interested in providing more of
these types of resources for my undergraduates in their Canvas Shells. My hope is that these
more detailed, brief, step-by-step videos or explanations on assignments can relieve some of
the burden of GTA email questions and strengthen undergraduate understanding. In a 101level course, I believe that it is our responsibility to bridge the gap in knowledge. Some
students are incredibly familiar with Communication Theories, public speaking, oral citations,
bibliographies, etc. For others, this may be their very first experience. By providing
undergraduate students with these brief video tutorials, my hope is that students will gain the
additional knowledge in the time that they need it. Rather than watching the entire lecture
which runs approximately 50 minutes, students can re-watch a short 2–3-minute video
specifically explaining what is expected of oral citations, as an example. This allows students to
a-la-carte the portions of an assignment they need additional help with. Much like GTAs, I
believe undergraduate students may lose interest when pandered to. These smaller resources
provide the necessary abridged information.
Finally, this project has reinforced the need to write down and organize the important
information. I have previously relied on lecture, in-person conversations, orientations, etc. to
orient some important information. As that information changes – or as students get an
overwhelming amount of information, it can get lost, mis-remembered, or misunderstood.
Having a written place where all of the information can be found in their own time without
tracking down variety of emails is helpful for students as well as Instructors. Written
documentation is helpful, but only when it is organized and refined and edited to a manageable
amount. I’ve noticed that paragraph form is often not inviting, while bullet point with the
optional explanation is far more useful for this training module format.
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Appendices:
Appendix A: Undergraduate Syllabus

Communication in the 21st Century
Spring 2021 Syllabus
Course Director:
Dr. Allison Bonander

Email:
Office Hours:
AllisonBonander@unl.edu
Virtual Office Hours
Friday 10-12
Course Instruction:
Please Email Through Canvas
This course will utilize a hybrid instruction model with Monday and Wednesday lectures
being entirely online and asynchronous (lectures are available for you to watch at any time) and
Friday recitation sections being web-conferencing (with a scheduled time).
Course Director: Dr. Allison Bonander is the course director for COMM 101 Section 730. Dr.
Bonander is responsible for lectures, course readings, and exam materials.
Recitation Leaders: Recitation leaders teach web-conferencing synchronous recitations on
Fridays. You will need to be registered for a 101 Recitation Section (note, this is not section 730
– Dr. Bonander’s large lecture). This is the section where you will register your eBook.

Friday Recitation Leader
Tyler Behymer
tbehymer2@huskers.unl.edu
Amanda Brand
abrand7@huskers.unl.edu
Christina Brown
Cbrown96@huskers.unl.edu
Braedon Worman
bworman@huskers.unl.edu
Courtney Dreyer
Cdreyer7@huskers.unl.edu

Section Numbers & Schedule
741
Friday
9:30-10:20
740
Friday
1:30-2:20
739
Friday
12:30-1:20
738
Friday
12:30-1:20
734
Friday
8:30-9:20

742
Friday
10:30-11:20
737
Friday
12:30-1:20
735
Friday
11:30-12:20
736
Friday
10:30-11:20
731
Friday
9:30-10:20

733
Friday
10:30-11:20

7:32
Friday
9:30-10:20
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Class Description & Goals
This course is designed to provide you with an introductory understanding of the
discipline of communication studies through a problem-centered learning approach. This course
provides students with an understanding of communication theory and how that theory can be
applied to solve everyday problems we face in our public, professional, and private lives by
teaching students how to advocate, negotiate, and relate.
Instructional Objectives
By the time students have completed this course students will be able to:
J. Understand the history and roots of communication
K. Articulate what communication is and why it is important, including the promise of
communication and how a communication lens helps understand and address societal
challenges and opportunities/possibilities
L. Define and apply the communicative capacities of advocate, negotiate, and relate
M. Advocate for a cause by making an oral presentation
N. Negotiate organizational conflict and power disparities
O. Relate competently by applying theory to an interpersonal problem
P. Evaluate and criticize messages across public, professional, and private contexts
Q. Apply various communication theories and concepts pressing 21st century problems and
opportunities
R. Design interactions that help solve problems
ACE 2 Outcome
This course is designed to satisfy ACE Outcome #2. In particular, through lecture,
discussion, readings, and in-class application activities, students will have the opportunities to
acquire the skills necessary to “Demonstrate communication competence in one or more of the
following ways: (a) by making oral presentations with supporting materials, (b) by leading and
participating in problem-solving teams, and (c) by employing a repertoire of communication skills
for developing and maintaining professional and personal relationships. Student achievement of
the outcome will be assessed through problem-solving exercises, homework, exams, and
assignments, including an extemporaneous speech, a small group problem-solving exercise, and
an interpersonal problem application.
Departmental Mission Statement
The mission of the faculty and students of the Department of Communication Studies is to
examine human symbolic activity as it shapes and is shaped by relationships, institutions,
technology, and culture. This work concerns the creation, analysis, and critique of messages
ranging from face-to-face to digital media contexts. The department’s research and teaching
devote particular attention to scholarly initiatives aimed at understanding and explaining the role
of communication in (a) facilitating civic engagement, mediating public controversies, and
organizing for social change, (b) constituting individual and family health, promoting healthy
behaviors, and helping persons navigate relational challenges, and (c) creating, maintaining, and
challenging personal, social, and community identity in a complex and diverse world.
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Required Texts
1. Custom Online Textbook
2. All other readings are posted on Canvas
Textbook Purchasing & Troubleshooting
There are two ways to purchase the textbook:
1. Bookstore. Purchase an access code at the UNL Bookstore. Then visit
http://www.grlcontent.com/, and carefully enter your access code in the upper righthand corner.
2. Website. You may also purchase the book directly through http://www.grlcontent.com/,
Click purchase text, select University of Nebraska-Lincoln, then select “Communication in
the 21st Century.”
IMPORTANT NOTE: When you login to the book you will need to choose the section which
corresponds with your Friday Recitation Leader and Section Number. You need to choose the
correct section, or your book quizzes will not be properly recorded.
If you are experiencing problems with the textbook:
1. Check to make sure you have the correct plugins. At the bottom of all pages on
grtep.com is a link to plugins you need to view the website correctly. Please make sure
your browser and any other plugins are up to date at
https://www.grtep.com/index.cfm/core/General/systemRequirements.
2. Contact Great Rivers Publishing. If you are still having problems with the book, do NOT
contact your instructors. Unfortunately, we do not control the book and cannot solve
your problem. DO contact web support, though! At the bottom of any page on grtep.com
is a link to 24/7 web support. Please click on it and fill out the form, or visit
https://www.grtep.com/index.cfm/core/General/systemSupport.
3. Common troubleshooting tips are located on the “Troubleshooting” portion of the Large
Lecture Canvas Shell.

Course Policies
Late Work Policy
Late work is actively discouraged and will be penalized. Work is due on the date which it
is assigned. Instructor(s) reserve the right to refuse to accept late work.
Academic Dishonesty & Plagiarism
The Department of Communication Studies is committed to the highest standards of
academic integrity. The Department adopts the campus definition of academic dishonesty in the
Student Code of Conduct (Article 3, Section B-1) including cheating, fabrication or falsification,
plagiarism (including self-plagiarism), abuse of academic materials, complicity in academic
dishonesty, falsifying grade reports, impermissible collaboration, and misrepresentation.
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The instructors will meet with the student and if they determine that academic dishonesty or
misconduct has occurred, the instructor will prepare a written account and file a “Misconduct
Referral Form” with the Office of the Dean of Students. The full “Academic Dishonesty and
Student Misconduct” policy is linked to the Department’s Website.
Academic dishonesty is a serious matter and will result in automatic failure of this class as
well as referral to the proper university officials. Academic dishonestly includes but is not limited
to: handing in another person’s work or part of another person’s work as your own, turning in
one of your old papers for a current class, turning in the same or similar past or current paper for
two different classes, and purchasing or otherwise obtaining research or papers by another and
turning that work in as your own. Using unauthorized notes or study aids or otherwise obtaining
another person’s answers for an examination also represents a breach of academic dishonesty.
All quizzes and tests for this course are closed book and should be done without
consulting them. Taking quizzes and exams for this class will require the use of the Respondus
Lockdown Browser. All assignments in this class are to be completed individually and without
assistance from classmates or outside individuals.
Plagiarism means intentionally or knowingly representing the words or ideas of another
person as your own. This includes quoting or paraphrasing from published sources without
acknowledging/citing the source of your information or presenting quoted material as your own
words. Students who are unfamiliar with how to cite sources should purchase a style manual
such as APA (American Psychological Association). Claiming lack of knowledge about standards
for writing is not an acceptable excuse for committing plagiarism. Come to a faculty member for
help or seek help at the UNL Writing Assistance Center: 472-8803 129 Andrews Hall.
Assignment Evaluation
Communication Studies faculty assume that all students enter our courses with the ability to
earn at least a “C” average in the course. Thus, students who meet minimum requirements will
earn a “C” for that work. Students who earn a “B” or “A” average exceed the minimum
requirements.
When we assess assignments, we’re working from the following assumptions:
A = EXCELLENT. Greatly exceeds the requirements. Shows outstanding creativity, skill,
initiative, and effort.
B = GOOD. Exceeds requirements. Shows substantial creativity, skills, initiative, and/or
effort.
C = AVERAGE. Meets the requirements in every respect but does not exceed
requirements.
D = BELOW AVERAGE. Meets some requirements, but deficient in others.
F = DEFICIENT in most or all requirements.
Assignment Expectations & Course Completion
To pass the class, all major assignments must be completed. All written assignments are
to be submitted as typed Word documents in 12-point font, double-spaced with no additional
space between paragraphs, and reflecting college-level grammar and punctuation with the
student’s name typed in the document.
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Grade Appeals
The Department of Communication Studies “Grading and Grade Appeals” policy document is
linked to the Department’s website.
Though we thoughtfully assign grades, we are also human. All grade appeals must be put in
writing. We ask that all grade appeals follow these guidelines:
• 24 Hour Rule. Receiving grades can be upsetting. To make sure our conversation is
productive, please wait at least 24 hours before notifying your instructor of your wish to
appeal a grade.
• One Week Timeline. All grade appeals must be made within one week of receiving your
initial grade on an assignment.
• Written. All grade appeals must be first put in writing, though often in-person meetings
occur after receiving the dispute.
• Evidence-Based. Grade appeals must be evidence-based arguments as to where more
points were earned on an assignment than were assessed. This is not a “re-do” or a
chance to provide correct answers. It also isn’t enough to ask “for more points” because
you’re close to a certain letter grade. Rather, this is your opportunity to articulate specific
places where we were mistaken, where your work met and exceeds the expectations of
the rubric, spirit of the assignment, and procedures of the course.
Statement on Special Needs Accommodation
The University strives to make all learning experiences as accessible as possible. If you
anticipate or experience barriers based on your disability (including mental health, chronic or
temporary medical conditions), please register with Services for Students with Disabilities (SSD).
If you are eligible for services and register with their office, make arrangements as soon as
possible to discuss your accommodations so they can be implemented in a timely manner. SSD
contact information: 232 Canfield Admin Bldg.; 402-472-3787
Statement on Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion
The Department of Communication Studies is committed to achieving inclusive
excellence as outlined by the university’s Office of Diversity and Inclusion. As communication
scholars and teachers, we believe communities and relationships are enriched when we give
voice and value to diverse perspectives based on “group and social differences (e.g.,
race/ethnicity, indigeneity, class, gender, gender identity, sexual orientation, country of origin,
and (dis)ability, historically underrepresented populations, and cultural, political, religious, or
other affiliations.” We are committed to continual reflection and refinement of curriculum,
scholarly endeavors, and community engagement to achieve goals of inclusiveness and equal
opportunities for our students, faculty, and staff. If you have questions or concerns, feel free to
discuss these with your instructors, the Chair of the department (Dr. Jody Koenig Kellas)
members of the department’s Committee on Diversity and Inclusion or the Office of Diversity
and Inclusion.
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Course Assignments
eBook Quizzes (60 Points)
This class requires you to complete a short reading quiz at the end of each chapter in the eBook,
so read closely and take notes. There is a total of 65 questions within the quizzes – the lowest
quiz score will be dropped for a total of 60 possible points. Because these reading quizzes are
graded, you will need to purchase your own copy of the eBook. To check how you are doing on
book activities, please view the gradebook in the eBook. All other grades are on Canvas.
Friday Recitation Engagement (50 Points)
This course relies heavily on the application and exercises learned in the Friday recitations.
Students who are unable to attend synchronous Zoom classes will notify their Friday instructor
prior to the missed Friday recitation and complete an online alternative within 7 days of the
missed recitation. Friday recitation engagement means that students are actively engaged
throughout the entire recitation time. Students are expected to be engaged through
microphone, video, or chat. Thus, students who are not engaging with the course may not
receive full points for their recitation. Each Friday’s activity / engagement will be worth 5 points,
thus each student is allowed to miss one recitation without penalty.
Extemporaneous Speech (50 Points)
The purpose of the persuasive speech is to influence the audience’s beliefs or actions based on a
question of policy and following a problem, cause, solution format. See Canvas for full
Assignment Description.
Organizational Analysis of Power, Negotiation, and Change (50 Points)
In this 3–4-page individual paper you will identify an organization that is encountering social
change in one of the areas of power discussed in class: class, hegemony, privilege, patriarchy, or
micro aggressions. You are tasked with questioning, tracing, and analyzing how an organization
of your choice experiences social change and the communication about or through which that
action functions. See Canvas for full Assignment Description.
Family Problem Paper (50 Points)
This 3-page paper peers into a family conflict, analyzes its messages, and asks you to propose a
new, more productive communication exchanges. See Canvas for full Assignment Description.
Exams (325 Points Total; 3 Exams at 100, 100, & 125 Points Each)
All Exams will require the use of Respondus Lockdown Browser. This Lockdown Browser
technology will not work with Chromebook or mobile devises. Contact your Course Director
immediately if you need to take the exams using a Chromebook or mobile device. There will be
three exams during the semester. Tests will be drawn from the assigned readings for the course,
related in-class notes, and supplemental material. It is, therefore, important that students take
good notes. Study guides are posted for all exams. The Final Exam consists of 80% content from
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the final portion of class & 20% overarching, important concepts from the previous two exams
(making it slightly cumulative).
All exams for this course are closed book and should be done without consulting them.
Taking quizzes and exams for this class will require the use of the Respondus Lockdown Browser.
All assignments in this class are to be completed individually and without assistance from
classmates or outside individuals.
Extra Credit (9 points)
You may earn up to 9 points of extra credit in this course. However, you cannot earn more than
9 points in total. Detailed descriptions of possible extra credit can be found on Canvas.

Course Grading
Assignment
eBook Quizzes
Friday Recitation Engagement
Extemporaneous Speech
Organizational Analysis
Family Problem Paper
Exam #1
Exam #2
Final Exam
Extra Credit
Course Total

Points Earned

Total Points
60
50
50
50
50
100
100
125
(9)
585

Letter Grade
A
AB+
B
BC+
C
CD+
D
DF

Percentage
93-100%
90-92.99%
88-89.99%
83-87.99%
80-82.99%
78-79.99%
73-77.99%
70-72.99%
67-69.99%
63-66.99%
60-62.99%
<59.99%

Points Earned

COVID-19 POLICIES
Recording of Class Related Activity – Academic Property
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I invite all of you to join us in actively creating and contributing to a positive, productive,
and respectful classroom culture. Each student contributes to an environment that shapes the
learning process. Any work and/or communication that you are privy to as a member of this
course should be treated as the intellectual property of the speaker/creator and is not to be
shared outside the context of this course.
Students may not make or distribute screen captures, audio/video recordings of, or
livestream, any class-related activity, including lectures and presentations, without express prior
written consent from me or an approved accommodation from Services for Students with
Disabilities. If you have (or think you may have) a disability such that you need to record or tape
class-related activities, you should contact Services for Students with Disabilities. If you have an
accommodation to record class-related activities, those recordings may not be shared with any
other student, whether in this course or not, or with any other person or on any other platform.
Failure to follow this policy on recording or distributing class-related activities may subject you to
discipline under the Student Code of Conduct.
Students should be aware that any and all class periods may be recorded and posted
online for students unable to attend.
Required Use of Face Coverings for On-Campus Shared Learning Environments*
To protect the health and well-being of the University and wider community, UNL has
implemented a policy requiring all people, including students, faculty, and staff, to wear a face
covering that covers the mouth and nose while on campus. The classroom is a community, and
as a community, we seek to maintain the health and safety of all members by wearing face
coverings when in the classroom. Failure to comply with this policy is interpreted as a disruption
of the classroom and may be a violation of UNL’s Student Code of Conduct. Individuals who have
health or medical reasons for not wearing face coverings should work with the Office of Services
for Students with Disabilities (for students) or the Office of Faculty/Staff Disability Services (for
faculty and staff) to establish accommodations to address the health concern. Students who
prefer not to wear a face covering should work with their advisor to arrange a fully online course
schedule that does not require their presence on campus.
Students in the classroom:
1. If a student is not properly wearing a face covering, the instructor will remind the
student of the policy and ask them to comply with it.
2. If the student will not comply with the face covering policy, the instructor will ask the
student to leave the classroom, and the student may only return when they are
properly wearing a face covering.
3. If the student refuses to properly wear a face covering or leave the classroom, the
instructor will dismiss the class and will report the student to Student Conduct &
Community Standards for misconduct, where the student will be subject to
disciplinary action.
Instructors in the classroom:
1. If an instructor is not properly wearing a face covering, students will remind the
instructor of the policy and ask them to comply with it.
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If an instructor will not properly wear a face covering, students may leave the
classroom and should report the misconduct to the department chair or via the TIPS
system for disciplinary action through faculty governance processes.
* Exceptions to the Face Covering Policy are only granted after an approved health safety plan is
developed.
2.

Classroom Cleaning Policies and Procedures
In order to ensure the health and safety of all students and instructors, in this class we
will adhere to the following cleaning procedures before class begins:
1. When students enter the classroom, they should take disinfecting wipes to the
chair/desk they plan to sit for that class period. They should disinfect the surfaces
including the desk and chair.
2. Students should then throw the disinfecting wipe away and use a pump of hand
sanitizer to sanitize their hands before sitting down.
3. Instructors will create a traffic pattern in their respective classrooms so that students
do not cluster at the entry point (e.g., around the outskirts of the room).
4. Instructors should follow the same procedures for disinfecting the instructional
spaces (e.g., control panel, keyboards, light switches, desk, chair) prior to starting
class.
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Appendix B: Graduate Training Shell
Homepage:

Course Philosophy:

What is COMM 101
COMM 101: Communication in the 21st century serves as the Communication
Studies Department introductory course. Although COMM 101 is a requirement
for our majors, it is also taken by students all over campus as it serves as an ACE 2
requirement. Thus, we are serving not only our majors, but students across campus
with varying degrees of familiarity with our discipline.
COMM 101 course objectives are available on the syllabus; however, there are
additional objectives that we want to share specifically with our GTAs in regard to
our course philosophy.
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Additional Course Objectives
•

Recruiting Majors & Minors - COMM 101 is an opportunity to recruit new majors and minors
to our discipline and grow our department.

•

Educating Students about Campus Resources: Academic & Wellbeing - Many
students in 101 are experiencing their first few semesters on campus. A benefit of being on a large
campus is a wide variety of resources designed for student success. It's our philosophy that whenever
possible we remind students and orient them towards academic and wellbeing resources that can help
them succeed. This takes place in emails, resource modules on Canvas Shells, and implementing on
campus resources as in-class examples whenever possible (Husker Pantry, Women's Center, etc.)

The Directors of COMM 101 also view this as a learning opportunity for GTAs.

Graduate Teaching Assistant Learning Objectives
•

Familiarize GTAs with basic rationale behind a standardized course (i.e. why
certain policies may be necessary for large standardized courses with multiple sections, and why other
policies may be more useful for smaller stand-alone courses).

•

Familiarize GTAs with navigating Canvas.

•

Share a variety of lesson plans and styles of teaching.

•

Gain experience with writing application-based exam questions.

•

*When applicable* We intend for GTAs to teach a large lecture (either inperson or remote). This serves as a way for Directors to write personalized letters of

In an increasingly remote world, we view this
as an opportunity to engage with Canvas resources to increase your skills as educators as you go forward
to create your own stand-alone Canvas shells.
People teach in different
ways, and we view the Friday Recitation Activities as a way to display, elaborate, personalize, and expand
upon a wide variety of examples of activities within the classroom. GTAs should leave COMM 101 with a
variety of teaching examples and activities in their toolbox. Learning how multiple people approach the
same learning objective will be incredibly helpful on the job market with teaching presentations.
Writing good
exam questions is a skill that can be practiced. We believe that providing GTAs an opportunity to practice
writing application based, inclusive, and clear exam questions will benefit both GTAs as well as our
undergraduate students.

recommendation, for GTAs to see what it's like to teach a large lecture and further their teaching style
and experience.

What COMM 101 is NOT
At times it's helpful to define a course. At times it's also helpful to understand
what a course is not.
o

COMM 101 is not a public speaking course. While we introduce briefly
outlining and assign an extemporaneous speech, this is often many students'
first experience with public speaking. This course is intended to introduce the
ideas of advocacy but not explicitly hold students to the same standard of public
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o

speaking as students who receive an entire semester of instruction on public
speaking.
COMM 101 is not a 400/800 level course. Although this seems obvious, it
is easy to assume students are familiar with concepts (especially on power, social
change, etc.) at a higher level. This is an introductory level course, and this is
quite literally the first time these concepts are being introduced for some of our
students. We intend to challenge our students; however, holding them to the
standard of dissertation level work (while tempting) is not helpful for our 101
introduction and instruction.

GTA Expectations:

Graduate Teaching Assistant Expectations & Requirements
1. Teach activity based recitations that meet the learning objectives
Why? - People teach differently and that's a great thing! In a standardized course we are striving for
all of our students to learn the same material, but the way that we get there can be different. GTAs
are allowed and encouraged to teach their Friday Recitations how they see fit, as long as the
following criteria are being met:
Every recitation should be based on meeting the learning objectives provided by the directors.
Friday recitations are meant to be activity or application based, rather than purely lecture.
Classes should strive to hit the full class period every recitation. (Avoid consistently letting classes
out early).
Good practice is to make the lesson 'known' to the students at the end. Why did we do this
activity? Relate it to course concepts, discussion questions, assignment requirements, etc.

2. Teach every assigned Friday Recitation for all assigned sections
Why? - Graduate students have a ton on their plate - and we absolutely recognize that. While we
know you have things like conferences, research projects, job interviews (!!!), etc., we strive to have
every recitation covered. It's unbalanced or unfair if some recitations are canceled when others are
not if it is preventable. If you know of a professional conflict (ex. job interview or conference
presentation), try at your earliest convenience to have a fellow 101 GTA cover your sections and
remember to fill out the Memorandum of Absence form for the Department. Get this done as soon
as possible. If you are ill or have an emergency that doesn't allow for planning (life happens!) you
will need to complete the following protocol ASAP:
Let your Directors know ASAP (preferably before you contact anyone else or before you cancel
anything.) Your directors will work with you to see if it's feasible given the circumstances to cover
that course.
If your director advises you to cancel* - Call Deb in the Main Coop Office. (402-4722070). It's important to let the main office know when there a canceled class- and is
protocol for all classes in the Department. This protects the Department, and yourself when
students inquire.
Contact your class through Canvas email and post a Canvas announcement and let them know of any
change. Remind them of your office hours - or that they can email you with questions.
**NOTE** If you are using a substitute for an online class, be sure to have "Enable join before host"
& your substitute is provided as an alternative host for that meeting. More information on this can
be found in "Canvas Tutorials"

3. Respond to student emails within 48 hours (or sooner)
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Why? - Communication with students is incredibly important for the credibility of the course, for
student understanding, and for receiving positive evaluations. All student emails must be responded
to within a 48 hour window or earlier if possible. Please pay special attention to email around
assignment deadlines.

4. Grade assignments within 2 weeks of due date
Why? - Our priority is to make sure students know where they stand within this course. As an
introductory course, many students are in their first semester (or two) of college. These students
can fall behind and our goal is to make sure they know their standing in the course in a timely
manner.

5. Use "Attendance Roll Call" function in Canvas - Trial Bases Using "Recitation Assignments"
Why? - Please see "Gradebook" portion explaining how to set up Attendance Roll Call. Although Roll
Call Attendance has it's 'quirks' - it serves a really important function for the directors and this
course. When directors put in final grades, anyone failing will need to have the "Last Date of
Attendance" marked in their final grades (directors do this). This date affects their scholarship or
financial aide. Directors need to be able to go into Canvas Shells and see when this was through
Attendance Roll Call. Additionally, the most common question we get after final grades are posted is
regarding "participation, engagement, attendance (depending on the title that semester)"
points. Directors need to be able tell a student they lost points on those specific dates. Finally, this
is kept in one universal place where Directors can find it, students have record of it as well, and GTAs
can go enjoy their break from the semester without having to answer time sensitive emails about
attendance. There are certainly other ways of taking attendance, but we ask that you all use Roll Call
in Canvas for 101.

6. Write application based multiple choice exam questions
Why? - There is a variety of reasons why GTAs writing exam questions is important: 1) Directors have
established an extensive question bank, but there's a limited number of ways for two people to write
questions on the same concepts. 2) We believe that it's good practice for GTAs to cultivate the skill
of writing exam questions and bringing in your own experiences, expertise, and way of thinking. 3)
With the nature of online exams, the best way to protect our course against cheating is to constantly
update and add to the rotating question bank.

7. Standardized major assignments
Why? - Graduate Teaching Assistants have teaching flexibility in regard to the Friday Recitations (as
long as the weekly learning objectives are being met). However, major assignments must be
standardized (Extemporaneous Speech, Organizational Analysis, and Interpersonal Problem Paper)
across all sections. This provides clarity among undergraduate students and ensures that all students
are graded on the same standards: ex. notecard use, page length, rubrics, source requirements etc.

8. Submit final grade books to directors prior to University deadline
Why? - Directors will put in final grades. This allows GTAs to focus on their classes, research, or
enjoying the break at the end of the semester. It also allows directors to make standardized calls
regarding when grades will be 'rounded up' (or not). This ensures it's even across all sections. GTAs
will need to ensure that all grade books follow the policies put forth in Gradebook resource on
Canvas.

9. Keep recitation Canvas "Clean"
Why? - It is tempting to put Readings, Lecture videos, and Assignment Descriptions in your Canvas
shell. However, this poses a problem in a standardized course with multiple sections. If there is a
change made on the syllabus, on an assignment description, or in a rubric - it's best to replace it once
in the Large Lecture Canvas shell rather than ensuring that it gets fixed in all recitation
sections. Additionally, we want to consistently encourage students to visit the large lecture shell for
those materials and use the recitation shell for gradebooks. Please DO NOT include the syllabus,
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assignment descriptions, readings or lecture videos in your recitation - but you may remind students
that they can find them in the large lecture recitation.

10. Report plagiarism to directors & monitor TurnItIn
Why? - Plagiarism sucks, and unfortunately COMM 101 is not immune to it. To combat plagiarism,
we often change small requirements in assignments and use TurnItIn on all written papers for the
class. Please pay attention when grading assignments to TurnItIn reports. If you find that a student’s
work represents any form of plagiarism, please report it directly to your course Directors. It's
university policy to report this - and Directors will fill out the necessary paperwork as well as discuss
the issue with students. Basically - let us be the bad guys. Please report all instances of plagiarism or
suspected cheating and do not attempt to address it without first notifying your course director.

11. Complete Student Grade Check Forms
Why? - Grades are held in Friday recitation sections. Beyond holding the grade book and e-Book quiz
grades, GTAs know how students are doing in class. GTAs have a much stronger sense in regard to
student success, attendance, etc. and can give a more comprehensive analysis of a student's
progress in class.

Expectations of COMM 101 Directors
1. Complete and accommodate SSD contracts and accommodation requests
Why? - Directors need to be aware of all SSD requests to ensure that the entire course is
accommodating to student needs. The majority of accommodations relate to exam time, and
directors will make those adjustments on the exam. Directors will alert GTAs if there are any
adjustments that need to be made within the recitation classroom. In general, it's good practice to
make an effort to use subtitles with videos, be aware of PowerPoint font / background colors etc. If
you have a student who approaches you with an SSD request or contract, please direct them to your
course director.

2. Honors Contracts
Why? - Some students may request to contract COMM 101 as an Honors course. While there is
usually an Honors section of COMM 101 offered every year, it is up to the directors to contract the
non-Honors section for individual students. The reason we don't want this being done on a
recitation-by-recitation basis, is that we need to have one Universal assignment (or options for
assignments) to make sure that. contracts are not more or less difficult based on recitation
section. Additionally, the honors college is seeking more one on one meetings with professors to
discuss what has been learned. Directors will be responsible for contracting any honors students to
standardize the process as well as relieve additional GTA expectations or requirements. If you have a
student requesting to contract COMM 101 for Honors Credit, please direct them to your course
director.

Canvas Tutorials
**Here are some video tutorials that you might find as helpful reminders on how to accomplish
certain tasks in Canvas. Please note that the majority of these videos were recorded during the hyflex Fall 2020 semester and may discuss things like "please import this" or "please do this". These
requests were relevant to that semester and may not be relevant to semesters after. Please refer to
your Directors' requests rather than these videos. Instead, use these resources as a reference for how
to navigate and work within Canvas. **
These video tutorials are intended for GTA reference. Please do not share these resources with students.

Extemp Speech - Submitting and Grading walk through
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Providing Assignment Extensions for Single Students –
Please avoid overextending deadlines. It's good practice to talk with your director about
policies. If a student needs an extension on an assignment, has a university sanctioned
excuse etc. Here's how to provide the extension to one (or a small number) of students.
Editing the Left-Hand Toolbar in Canvas Shell –
Optional way to edit the left-hand toolbar on Canvas Shell to customize to your class.
Importing Content from Another Course –
Be careful here. Make sure you know what you are importing and import ONLY WHAT
IS NEEDED. Be sure to not include things in your recitation shell that should ONLY be in
the large lecture shell (assignment descriptions, syllabus, etc.)
Create Reoccurring Zoom Meetings, Update Announcements, and How to Import (anything) Helpful hints here, but the majority of these requests are relevant to the Fall 2020
semester.
Substitutions and Zoom Controls
Zoom settings should include “enable join before host” when you have a substitute. You
may also want to include setting up an alternative host for those days. You can find
these in “Advanced Settings” of Zoom meeting.
WHY? – Quite simply, your sub and students won’t be able to get into your Zoom
meeting. We want you using your own meetings that you set up rather than redirecting
to someone else’s Zoom meeting or room. This way you have a recording of who
attended etc. in your files.
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Gradebook

Assignment Resources

Extemp Speech

Assignment Purpose:
The extemporaneous speech serves to evaluate students in regard to argument
construction and organization. The purpose of this speech is not to hold students to a
standard of public speaking that is expected in other courses (public speaking, oral
interpretation of literature, etc.). Students should showcase solid argumentation,
research, and avoid assertion, or logical fallacies.

Frequently Asked Questions:
What is the MAXIMUM point deduction for overtime?
We do not want to take more than 20% off of the total points (so a maximum of 10 points off)
for overtime. While the syllabus indicates there is a deduction for every time infraction, it's not
in the spirit of the assignment to be long winded and potentially earn a 0% for the
assignment. Therefore, we have provided a maximum point deduction for overtime (and
undertime as well!)

Why don't we require an outline for the speech?
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Outlines are really effective in making sure students work ahead and organizing their
thoughts. While we do have a recitation dedicated to outlining - we do not require 101 students
to turn in an outline for this semester for the following reasons:
The length of the semester truncates the amount of time students have to work on each
assignment.
Requiring an outline would mean that students need to submit something prior to learning the
information necessary to complete that requirement.
If students turn in an outline, GTAs are required to provide feedback nearly immediately to
"approve" or "guide" the outlines in the correct direction. We want to protect GTA time as well
as provide feedback to undergraduate students consistently.
The assignment is intended to introduce effective argumentation and advocacy - not master
that skill.

Why do we require the Reference Page as a complete / incomplete assignment?
Because the focus of this assignment is advocacy and solid argumentation, one way we can
protect ourselves when assigning grades, as well as encourage students to find valuable
research, is to require that they turn in a reference page. The reference page serves the
following:
If a student were to advocate for something that's not factually accurate, GTAs have proof of the
evidence that students used and can explain to students why they received a grade deduction
based on evidence.
This protects GTAs when or if students complain that their grade was unfair.
This reminds students that there are required sources in the speech.

What do I do if a student is having trouble submitting their speech online?
Students are provided a "Troubleshooting" tab in the large lecture Canvas shells (150/180). This
should walk them through step by step how to submit. History tells us that GTAs can expect
several "panicked" emails as the deadline approaches. It is not your responsibility to stay up
and monitor those, however, we do expect you to answer all student emails within a timely
fashion. Here are the steps to walk students through additional help on how to submit:
Ask students to reference the Troubleshooting page on Large Lecture Canvas.
Encourage students to record their speech on a laptop or computer rather than phones (phones
often have a longer upload time).
Tell students that they can upload a YouTube video link, a VidGrid recording, record directly
through their webcam on Canvas, or (if you're able and willing) they can live Zoom their speech
and you'll grade it right then.
Be flexible with students but give them firm deadlines. It's their responsibility to upload
on time - however, deducting points for missing the deadline by a few hours (especially if you're
not going to grade the speech right away) is not helpful to students.

Why can't I upload the assignment description in my recitation Canvas Shell?
Simply speaking - stuff changes. COMM 101 has gone through many iterations and is continuing
to evolve. One problem we've noticed is often GTAs assume the assignment is the same and
neglect to read the changes from semester to semester and this can cause confusion. We want
to reduce the chances that students can access conflicting documents. Additionally, it's so much
easier to change one assignment description in the large lecture than every single recitation
section. We want to keep things simple, streamlined, and we want students (and GTAs) coming
to the large lecture Canvas shells to see the assignment description. That's also why we're not
uploading it here!
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Sample Speeches
**These speeches are for GTA grading training only.**
DO NOT share these videos with students.
Here are several example speeches that GTAs are encouraged to watch and use a resource when
grading speeches. Dr. Bonander has put notes in each video as primers to what to watch for and
perhaps comment on when grading student speeches.

Writing Effective Feedback
While GTAs are required to use the provided rubrics to grade speeches (to ensure that there is
standardization in grading across sections), writing comments as feedback can certainly be
personalized. One really important aspect of connecting with your students, is providing them positive,
thorough, and productive feedback. We recommend the following when writing feedback:
Start by using the student’s name. Using a student’s name provides a more personalized connection
with students and makes them feel seen. This is really important in an online atmosphere and especially
in large lecture classes. Whenever possible please take the time to type a student’s name in feedback
comments.
Offer a minimum of one clear direction of what they can do to improve in the future.
If necessary, remind them of resources where that information is located.
Personalize a statement about their speech - note something that they did specifically that worked well
or that you enjoyed.
Offer a clear reason for the grade they earned. It's tempting to simply say "Great job" and give a
student a C+. Give them a small rationale as to why they earned this grade.
These comments don't have to be long or take a significant amount of time, but they can have a big
impact on student learning.

Example written feedback beyond the rubric (often put in comments section):
Student Name,
Excellent job with vocal variety and being energetic. This really made it fun to watch
your speech. Be sure to consistently use transition sentences that help your audience know
where you are in the structure of your speech - these are located in Chapter X. You lost points
specifically in transitions and organizational structure as well as missing a few dates in oral
citations. Thanks for selecting a topic that is personal to you!
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Appendix C: Example Weekly Learning Objectives

Week 3
Lesson Plan for COMM 101: Communication in the 21st Century
Prepared by Dr. Allison Bonander

OVERVIEW & PURPOSE
The primary purpose of Week 3 is to orient all students into creating a preparation outline
specified for the Extemporaneous Speech (persuasive, question of policy, and using problem,
cause, solution main points). Remember that many students have never outlined a speech
before. While some students may be excited about public speaking - the focus should be on the
formatting their ideas rather than just enthusiastic soapboxing. Other students may be very
nervous about public speaking, and this should remind them that the majority of the points on the
rubric are dedicated to argument and structure.

MATERIALS COVERED
1. E-book Chapter 4 (The First Speech)
2. E-book Chapter 5 (Effective Public Speaking)

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: Students will leave this
recitation knowing:
1. How to effectively organize a 3 main point persuasive
speech using: Problem, Cause, Solution structure.
2. How to use transition statements
3. All necessary components of an introduction and conclusion.
4. The difference between a presentation outline and a
preparation outline
o Note: Only one notecard (one side) is allowed for the
speech.
o Students are actively discouraged from writing the
entire speech down word for word on the
notecard. Points will be deducted for reading.
5. Optional: Dr. Bonander encourages students to write word for
word oral citations. This is optional - the intent is to not deduct
points for students attempting to get all necessary aspects of an
oral citation.
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HELPFUL HINTS
•

•

•

It might be helpful to use 1-2 examples thoroughly rather than a bunch of differing
examples. Students seem to struggle with selecting a topic, so we try not to "use up" all
the examples in class. Try to use topics that are deeper than "Get more sleep" "Exercise
more". Students should be striving for topics that have a concrete solution.
A great idea is to encourage students to search for on campus solutions. Example:
o Problem - mental health and emotional support programs are in need!
o Cause: rising numbers of students and citizens are affected by pandemic and
needing support
o Solution: UNL has MULTIPLE, FREE, DIGITAL mental health resources.
One minor goal we have in 101 is constantly reminding incoming students of the vast
number of resources and support they have on campus by simply making them aware of
it.

APPLICATION RESOURCE BANK
Example Outline Worksheet
TOPIC IDEAS
Husker Pantry
List of Registered Student
Organizations (RSOs)
Resources for International
Students
Sustainability Resources

Out Ally List
Inclusivity Resources
Students with Children
Resources
Women's Center Library
(Children's books) - Get a free
tote bag when you write a
review

Example Speech to Watch: Food Desserts - A Racial Problem
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Appendix D: Sample GTA Lesson Plan
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